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AGENDA EUROCLIO Association General Assembly 2017
Donostia-San Sebastian, Spain

7 April 2017, 09.00 – 10.30

Welcome and Introduction
1. Welcome and Confirmation of the Agenda
2. Approval of the Minutes of the General Assembly 24 March 2016 in Belfast, Northern
Ireland (Annex 2)
Finances & Board Reporting
3. Certified Financial Report 2016 and Background Information by Mire Mladenovski
(Annex 3)
4. Budget 2017 by Mire Mladenovski (Annex 3, item 2.4)
5. Report of the Audit Committee by the Audit Committee
6. Q&A on the EUROCLIO Activities in 2016 by Lóa Steinunn Kristjánsdóttir and Jonathan
Even-Zohar (Annex 3, item 1.1)
7. Progress report Friends of EUROCLIO Foundation by Dean Smart
Discharge of the Board
8. Approval of the Annual and Financial Report 2016
9. Approval of the Budget 2017
10. Discharge of EUROCLIO Board
Official Procedures
11. Appointing the Voting Committee
12. Election One Audit Committee Member
13. Re-Election EUROCLIO Board Member Paolo Ceccoli (Annex 13)
14. Voting for EUROCLIO Member Organisation (Annex 14)
Membership Policy
15. Results of the membership survey, by Board Membership Committee
16. Update on mission and vision by Sinéad Fitzsimons
Official Procedures
17. Report of the Voting Committee
18. (If necessary) second round of voting
Planning: 2017 and beyond
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19. Action Plan 2017 by Jonathan Even-Zohar (Annex 19)
20. Forecast of the General Assembly 2018
Any Other Notified Business
21. Any Other Notified Business
Closure of the meeting
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Minutes
General Assembly of the EUROCLIO Association
Belfast, Northern Ireland
Ulster Museum - National Museums Northern Ireland
24 March 2016, 09.00 – 12.30

Delegates vote by hand during the EUROCLIO General Assembly 2016.
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List of EUROCLIO member organisations participating
COUNTRY

MEMBER TYPE

NAME

BOSNIAHERZEGOVINA
BULGARIA
CROATIA
CROATIA
DENMARK
ESTONIA
FINLAND

Full Member

EUROCLIO – HIP

Full Member
Full Member
Full Member
Full Member
Full Member
Full Member

FRANCE

Full Member

GERMANY

Full Member

ICELAND
ITALY
MACEDONIA
MONTENEGRO
NETHERLANDS
NORWAY
POLAND
PORTUGAL
RUSSIA
SPAIN

Full Member
Full Member
Full Member
Full Member
Full Member
Full Member
Associated Member
Full Member
Full Member
Full Member

SPAIN
SWITZERLAND
UNITED
KINGDOM

Associated Member
Full Member
Full Member

Bulgarian History Teacher's Association
Croatian History Teacher's Association
Documenta – Center for Dealing with the Past
Danish History Teachers's Association
Eesti Ajaloo- ja Ühiskonnaõpetajate Selts
Historian ja yhteiskuntaopin opettajien liitto
HYOL ry
Association des Professeurs d'Histoire et
Geographie
Verband der Geschichtslehrer Deutschlands
e.V.
The History Teachers' Association of Iceland
L'Istituto per la storia e le memorie del 900 Parri
History Teachers Association of Macedonia
HIPMONT
VGN-Dutch History Teachers Association
HIFO - Norwegian History Teachers Association
Institute for Educational Research
Portugese History Teachers Association
History Teachers Association of Moscow
Spanish Association of History and Geography
Teachers (AEPHG)
Ikastolen Elkartea
History Teacher's Association of Switzerland
United Kingdom History Teacher Education
Network
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All documentation related to the General Assembly, you can find at
http://euroclio.eu/general-assembly/belfast-2016/
In the Booklet you can find:
-

The Minutes General Assembly 2015.
The Board Report 2015 (Financial and
Narrative).
The Budget 2016.
The Proposed Amendment Internal Rules.
Background
Information
Board
Candidates.
Background
Information
Member
Applicants.
The Action Plan 2016.

In the Presentation you can find:
-

The main findings of the membership
survey.
Highlights from the Action Report 2015
and an overview of the membership
services 2015.
Highlights from the Action Plan 2016.
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AGENDA
Welcome and Introduction
1. Welcome and Confirmation of the Agenda
2. Approval of the Minutes of the General Assembly 25 April 2015 in Elsinore, Denmark
Finances & Board Reporting
3. Certified Financial Report 2015 and Background Information by Mire Mladenovski
4. Budget 2016 by Mire Mladenovski
5. Report of the Audit Committee by the Audit Committee
6. Presentation of the EUROCLIO Activities in 2015 by Marjan de Groot-Reuvekamp and
Jonathan Even-Zohar
7. Progress report Friends of EUROCLIO Foundation by Erwin Capitain
Discharge of EUROCLIO Board
8. Approval of Annual Financial Report 2015 and budget 2016 (amended)
9. Discharge of EUROCLIO Board
Membership Policy
10. Results of the membership survey, by Board Membership Committee (11)*
11. Presentation proposal changes Internal Rules on membership and membership fee
system, by Membership Committee (12)*
Official Procedures
12. Appointing the Voting Committee (10)*
13. Amendments to Internal Rules
14. Re-Election Audit Committee
15. Re-Election EUROCLIO Board Member Mire Mladenovski
16. Approval Board nomination Frank van den Akker as Financial Advisor
17. Election 1 EUROCLIO Board Member
18. Voting for EUROCLIO Member Organisations
Break
19. Report of the Voting Committee
20. (If necessary) second voting rounds
21. Announcement new Presidency, new Vice-President, new Secretary
Planning: 2016 and beyond
22. Action Plan 2016 by Jonathan Even-Zohar
23. Presentation Annual Meeting 2017
24. Presentation by Partner Organisations
Discussion Groups
25. Facilitated by Board Committees
26. Plenary feedback of discussion groups
Any Other Notified Business
27. Any Other Notified Business Closure of the meeting
* The numbers between brackets are the originally numbers communicated to the EUROCLIO members. The order
of the agenda items changed because the GA approved a change in the agenda proposed by the Board.
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MINUTES
Welcome and Introduction
1. Welcome and Confirmation of the Agenda
Marjan de Groot-Reuvekamp (EUROCLIO Association Board President) welcomed the
participants to the EUROCLIO General Assembly (GA) 2016. She explained that this edition
of the General Assembly is special because 4 board members, who have been in the
EUROCLIO Board for 6 years, will end their Board Membership, including herself. The other
departing board members are Semih Aktekin (EUROCLIO Association Board Secretary),
Erwin Capitain (EUROCLIO Association Board Financial Advisor), and Peder Wiben
(EUROCLIO Association Board Communication Officer.
Marjan excused Semih, who – having made a career as General Director for Teacher Training
and Development at the Ministry of Education Turkey – could not be there because he joined
a mission of the Ministry of Education in Turkey to Singapore.
After the welcome, Marjan proceeded with the confirmation of the agenda, and proposed – on
behalf of the board to make the following amendments:
–
–

To change point 8 into “Approval of Annual Financial Report 2015 and Budget 2016”
To make point 10. “Appointment of the voting committee” part of the Official Procedures.

The GA confirmed the agenda with the amendments.
2. Approval of the Minutes of the General Assembly 25 April 2015 in Elsinore, Denmark
The GA approved the minutes of the GA2015 without changes. The Minutes are included in
the GA Booklet (pages 4-20).
Finances & Board Reporting
3. Certified Financial Report 2015 and Background Information by Mire Mladenovski
Mire Mladenovski (EUROCLIO Association Board Treasurer) presented the Financial Report.
He stressed the importance having a financially healthy organisation. After this he focused on
several aspects of the financial report:
–

Income: Mire started his presentation by sharing the
good news the financial result of the year 2015 with the
1%
Projects &
positive results of € 4.045. The income of € 709.222
consultancies
realised in 2015 was bigger than in 2014 when the
income was € 697.153. A new kind of income is the
OSF Strategic
23%
Support
Strategic Support by the Open Society Foundation and
the most important source of income remains the 2%
EU operating
Operating Grant of the EU Europe for Citizens
grant
74%
Programmme that EUROCLIO has received since 2014
membership
and will continue to receive until 2017. Without that grant
fees
EUROCLIO would be not be able to operate as it does
now because the Operating Grants cover the costs of
board meetings, hosting of the website, staff for A breakdown of the income of EUROCLIO in 2015
advocacy, outreach, and fundraising, office rent and
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other core costs. Another sources of income were membership fees. This is only 1% of
the income for EUROCLIO, but Mire explained that it is very important because it shows
that members belong to the association and value the work done.

–

Expenditures: Mire explained that the
expenditures in 2015 were under control.
There was a change in the staff that
direct project
resulted in 4.5 fte (full time employment)
expenses
24%
33%
realised compared to the budgeted 4.2 fte.
staff costs
The staff changed because Blandine
Smilansky stopped working at EUROCLIO
office,
as Senior Manager in order to take on a
43%
administration, etc
position at the House of European History,
and Jaco Stoop was hired as Network
Coordinator. All overhours were waived by
the staff members (meaning that none of
the
overhours
were
paid).
Some A breakdown of the expenditures of EUROCLIO in 2015
expenditures in 2015 were not related to
projects, but rather used on initiatives, especially Historiana, that corresponds to the longterm strategy of EUROCLIO.

–

Projects: Within the projects there were several unexpected costs, totalling € 80.385. The
main projects and activities in which there were unexpected costs are the Black Sea
project and the Annual Conference 2015. These unexpected costs were identified in the
first half of the year. The Board and Secretariat worked to find mechanisms to better
monitor the costs and anticipate risks, including a monthly check of the financial situation.
This led to a more careful planning of the project, a positive financial result of € 4.045. The
control mechanisms will remain in force also in the future.

–

Operating reserve and liquidity: The positive results have been used to increase the
operating reserve. The EUROCLIO Board has the ambition to have an operating reserve
of at least € 100.000. The operating reserve is a means to help EUROCLIO survive in the
long term: EUROCLIO has been in difficult financial situations in the past, and the
operating reserve should help to overcome these difficult situations in the future. The
operating reserve also helps EUROCLIO to overcome liquidity issues, which is always
challenging because some donors require EUROCLIO to pre-finance part of project costs.
In 2015, the EUROCLIO Association has borrowed money from the EUROCLIO
Foundation to overcome issues related to liquidity.

–

Total hours worked:
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The Financial Report, certified by Mazars auditor, can be found in the GA Booklet.
The GA had no questions about the financial report.
4. Budget 2016 by Mire Mladenovski
Mire presented the Budget 2016. He informed the GA that for 2016 the Board expects a small
positive result and that the budget is more or less similar to 2015. The staff costs are similar
to the previous year. As part of the financial strategy, a contingency buffer (a budget item to
cover unexpected costs) is included for the first time. The contingency buffer is a buffer to
cover unexpected costs. This will be useful in situations where financial support is cancelled
or when funding is less than expected because of changes in currency.
The GA had no questions about the budget 2016.
5. Report of the Audit Committee by the Audit Committee
In 2016, the following people were part of the Audit Committee:
- Yulia Kushnereva, in first year of second term
- Peder Kragh, in second year of first term
- Hanna Toikkanen, in second year of first term
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Peder Kragh, who was present at the GA,
presented the audit report to the GA, in which
they recommended the Assembly to approve the
financial report 2015 and the budget 2016. The
full report, that also explains the procedures
followed and findings of the Audit committee,
can be found below:

The presentation of the Audit Committee Report by Peder Kragh

Audit Committee Report on 2015
Report
Members of Audit Committee Peder Jacob Ellehave Kragh (Danish History Teachers Association)
meet representatives of EUROCLIO Board Marjan de Groot-Reuvekamp, Mire Mladenovski, Erwin
Capitain and Executive Director of EUROCLIO Jonathan Even-Zohar in Belfast (IBIS Hotel) at the 18.th
of March 2016. The other members of Audit Committee Hanna Toikkanen (Finnish History Teachers
Association) and Yulia Kushnereva (Moscow History Teachers Association) could not join us because
of personal reasons, but they communicated via skype and e-mail.
First of all we can state that all members of Audit Committee received all necessary materials and
Annual Report and were able to study all documents.
During the meeting we asked a lot of questions about the Annual Report and the financial policy
and received exhaustive answers and explanations.
Following topics were discussed during the meeting:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Financial result of 2015 and the Audit by Mazars
Policy on Operating Reserve
Overview Payment Membership fees 2015
Budget 2016
Procedure in the GA

We went through the running projects and were informed about Board and Secretariat efforts for
organizing several projects and programs for the better economic development of EUROCLIO. We
appreciate the outstanding efforts of the staff.
The Audit Committee expressed their satisfaction with the attention paid by the secretariat and
EUROCLIO Board on reducing the amount of extra hours the staff at EUROCLIO works without
payment. Nevertheless The Audit Committee wishes that the Secretariat and the Board should
continue to work for a reduction of the overhours.
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We learn that the present financial situation of EUROCLIO is stable.
We can approve the Annual Financial Report.
We were very satisfied with the answers given by the Board and Secretariat members and would
like to advise General Assembly to approve the annual financial report.
Belfast 18.th of March 2016

Peder Jacob Ellehave Kragh

Hanna Toikkanen

Yulia Kushnereva

6. Presentation of the EUROCLIO Activities in 2015 by Marjan de Groot-Reuvekamp and
Jonathan Even-Zohar
The presentation of EUROCLIO’s activities in
2015 consisted of two parts: A presentation of
the activities per field of action by Jonathan
Even-Zohar (EUROCLIO Director) and a
presentation of the involvement of EUROCLIO
members in these activities by Marjan de
Groot-Reuvekamp
(EUROCLIO
Board
President).

Jonathan Even-Zohar presenting the Action Report

-

-

Jonathan introduced the 8 Areas of Action that
EUROCLIO works on (including the logic of
their order) and shared some of the highlights
within each action to illustrate what EUROCLIO
did in 2015.

In the area of governance, the EUROCLIO board worked on the creation of an internal
governance handbook (to be used as reference document by the EUROCLIO Board and
to contribute to the further professionalization of EUROCLIO’s governance), identified an
external board member, who will bring professional expertise from the world of business
(now that Erwin Capitain, reached the end of his second term as EUROCLIO Board
member and financial advisor).
In terms of research, EUROCLIO has involved history educators from all 28 EU countries
as researchers in the “Teaching Europe” partner project1 of prof. Fernando Guirao (who
presented this project during the EUROCLIO General Assembly in 2015), and worked with
the Institute for Educational Research on a Needs Assessment to identify what history

1

More information about the Teaching Europe project can be found at
http://euroclio.eu/projects/teaching-europe-enhance-eu-cohesion/
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-

-

-

-

-

-

educators need in order to make best use of new technologies to teach history.2
In the area of advocacy, EUROCLIO developed the Helsingor Declaration as part of a
consultation during the Annual Conference in 2015 as a response of the Paris Declaration
by the European Ministers of Education (in which they call for support fundamental values
in response to the terrorist attacks in France and Denmark earlier in 2015).3 The Helsingor
Declaration was presented by EUROCLIO Ambassador Benny Christensen at the
Education and Culture Committee of the European Parliament. The EUROCLIO Manifesto
on High-Quality History, Heritage and Citizenship Education (adopted by the EUROCLIO
GA in 2014 in Ohrid) has been translated into several languages and has been published
online at www.euroclio.eu/manifesto.
In terms of fundraising, EUROCLIO has successfully applied for the following (new)
projects: Strategies for Inclusion (funded by EU Erasmus+ KA2), Silencing Citizens
through Censorship (funded by EU Europe for Citizenship), Decisions and Dilemmas:
Learning about EU history through the lens of contemporary issues (funded by EU
Erasmus+ Jean Monnet) and became a partner in several partner projects (from the
Centre for Democracy and Reconciliation in South East Europe – CDRSEE), Europeana,
Instituto Parri and Unitas.4 In addition, EUROCLIO acquired a grant from the Open Society
Foundations Education Support Programme that provides strategic support to
EUROCLIO. EUROCLIO had no success in applying for the EU Horizon 2020 programme
despite being partner in 11 proposals.
In the area of educational resources, two printed resources have been published:
Crossroad of Cultures (in Armenian, Azerbaijani, Georgian, Rumanian, Ukrainian and
Russian)5 which was developed as part of a 4-year project in the Black Sea Region and
Teaching 1815. Rethinking Waterloo from Multiple Perspectives (in French and English)6
which was made following an international training and disseminated to all schools in
Wallonia Brabant. Moreover, in 2015 EUROCLIO published an online module “Internment
Without a Trial” as a result of a 2-year project on the use of internment by the Nazi and
Soviet regimes.7
In 2015, EUROCLIO organised several international trainings. This included the Annual
Conference “On the Road to Democracy. Can History Teachers pave the Way?” (In
Helsingor), “Rethinking the Battle of Waterloo” (in Brain L’Alleud) (resulting), two
International Trainings on the use of Interment as a means of repression by totalitarian
regimes (in Amsterdam and Tallinn and a regional summer school in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
In terms of outreach, EUROCLIO created a new website on the www.euroclio.eu domain.
Not all information is there (for example, over the years, EUROCLIO implemented over a
hundred projects, of which not all information is there yet). Also EUROCLIO continued to
send
out
regular
newsletters
and
the
Facebook
Group,
https://www.facebook.com/groups/euroclio/ group is very active.
As an Expertise Hub, EUROCLIO is proud that Antoon De Baets has been inaugurated

2

The Needs Assessment can be downloaded at http://euroclio.eu/projects/innovating-historyeducation-for-all/ under the heading “Results so Far”.
3
EUROCLIO’s Helsingor Declaration can be downloaded at http://euroclio.eu/helsingor-declaration/.
The Paris Declaration can be downloaded at
http://ec.europa.eu/education/news/2015/documents/citizenship-education-declaration_en.pdf
4
More information about the (partner) projects that were mentioned here can be found at
http://euroclio.eu/our-projects/.
5
All language versions of the Crossroad of Cultures publication can be downloaded from
www.euroclio.eu/crossroad-of-cultures.
6
Both language versions of the Teaching 1815 publication can be downloaded from
http://euroclio.eu/publication/teaching-1815-rethinking-waterloo-multiple-perspectives/
7
This unit is available at www.historiana.eu/units.
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as professor of history, ethics and human rights at Groningen University as EUROCLIO
Chair. Joke van der Leeuw-Roord (EUROCLIO Founder and Special Advisor) has been
active as Secretary General of the Lifelong Learning Platform and Board Member of the
Europeana Association and Vice-President of the Europeana Foundation. In addition,
EUROCLIO Staff and Ambassadors have represented EUROCLIO at events at the
Council of Europe, Club of Rome, NECE (Networking European Citizenship Education),
the Latvian Presidency of the EU, the international NGO History Forum for Peace in East
Asia, and DVV International.
Following Jonathan’s presentation, Marjan de Groot-Reuvekamp presented how EUROCLIO
members have benefited from the activities of the Association in 2015. In addition to the
standard benefits of EUROCLIO membership (see the description of the fields of action
outreach, advocacy, educational resources presented by Jonathan Even-Zohar above)
several members had additional benefits of being a EUROCLIO Member.
Involvement in projects

30
25
20
15
10

25

Directly involved as
partners

20

10

Involved as official
representatives
Involved not as
official
representatives

5
0
Member Organisations

In
2015,
20
member
associations
were
directly
involved in EUROCLIO projects
as partners8, 25 member
associations were involved in
EUROCLIO projects by official
representative
(that
they
appointed themselves)9 and 10
members associations were
involved in EUROCLIO projects
by member of a member
association (who is not chosen
by the member association)10.

8

This was the case in History That Connects – Rethinking History Education (Open Society
Foundations) , Sharing History, Cultural Dialogues (Eastern Partnership), Annual Conference 2015
(Operating Grant) , Innovating History Education for All (Erasmus+ KA2), International History
Network (Operating Grant) and History That Connects – Kosovo (Norway) projects.
9
This was the case in the Teaching Europe project.
10
This was the case in Innovating History Education for All (Erasmus+ KA2), Multi-Facetted Memory
(Europe for Citizens), Sharing History, Cultural Dialogues (Eastern Partnership) and Decisions and
Dilemmas (Erasmus+ Jean Monnet) projects.
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Support for training
Several members benefitted from
support to participate in international 25
20
trainings. In 2015, 30 people 20
16
received support to participate in
trainings. The support for the Annual 15
Covering all costs
10
8
Conference 2015 in Helsingor was 10
provided by the Danish History
5
Covering part of the
Teachers Association, the support
costs
for the Rethinking 1815 Training in
0
Brain L’Alleud by Goldman Sachs
Number of
Number of
and support for the final Training
individuals
member
Multi-Faceted Memory Tallinn by
organisations
the EU Europe for Citizens
Programme. EUROCLIO did not succeed for this year to find financial resources to support
colleagues to come from other countries to the Annual Meeting in 2016 in the form of mobility
grants
Additional benefits for members
Next to the benefits mentioned above, some EUROCLIO members received technical support
with fundraising, received training on a national level, and 1 member association has received
support to create a website of their organisation at http://aephg.euroclio.eu/.
The Action Plan can be found in the GA booklet.
There were no questions from the GA.
7. Progress report Friends of EUROCLIO Foundation by Erwin Capitain
Erwin Capitain presented the activities of the Friends of EUROCLIO Foundation in 2015 and
shared the history and background of the Foundation. Whereas in the past the Foundation
was the main legal entity to implement EUROCLIO activities, the current purpose of the
Foundation is to support the Association. In 2015, the Foundation supported the Association
in solving liquidity issues by providing short term interest free loans. In the future, if the
Association achieves its goal of increasing the operating reserve to the target level of 100.000
euro, the Foundation could play a more active role in securing funds for the sustainability of
EUROCLIO. In 2016, the Foundation re-elected Erwin Capitain, Dean Smart and Elbert Roest
for another 5-year term as Board members and elected Frank van den Akker as board member
for a first 5-year year term. Next year, the president of the Friends of EUROCLIO Foundation,
Sandra Kalniete (MEP) will be at the end of her term.
Discharge of EUROCLIO Board
8. Approval of Annual Financial Report 2015 and Budget 2016
The General Assembly decided to approve the Financial Report 2015 as well as the Budget
2016.
9. Discharge of EUROCLIO Board
The General Assembly decided to discharge the EUROCLIO board.
Membership Policy
10. Results of the membership survey, by Board Membership Committee (originally agenda
point 11)
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As a follow-up to the discussion started during the EUROCLIO GA in 2015, the EUROCLIO
board implemented a membership survey in order to review and update its membership
policies, including distribution of fees and votes.
Lóa Steinunn Kristjánsdóttir (EUROCLIO Board Member) explained the consultation
procedure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Board introduced the issue during GA2015.
Members had group discussions during GA2015.
The Membership Committee prepared a survey based on the outcomes of the group
discussions.
Members responded to the survey (33 responses from 25 countries).
The Board reviewed the results of the survey.
The Membership Committee drafted changes to the internal rules based on the outcome
of the consultation.
The Board agreed on a proposed changes to the internal rules for the GA2016.

Steven Stegers (EUROCLIO Programme Director) presented the results of the membership
survey. The presentation can be found in the GA Presentation. The presentation includes
responses on who should be able to become a member, who should have voting rights, on
what membership services should be exclusive and what criteria should be used to determine
the membership fee.
For the decision on the size of the membership fees, the following criteria were mentioned the
most by the respondents to the survey:

For the decision on who should be able to become a member and who should have voting
rights, the following answers to the survey were presented:
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11. Presentation proposal changes Internal Rules on membership and membership fee
system, by the Membership Committee (originally agenda point 12)
Based on the results of the membership survey and the discussions during the GA in 2015,
the Board has proposed changes in the internal rules on the membership and the membership
fee system.
The current internal rules and the proposed changes can be found in the GA Booklet (p. 6163). This also includes a full overview of the different country categories.
Fees for full members:
One of the main changes in the Internal Rules is the introduction of a new membership fee
system. The main changes are that there are now four categories instead of two and that the
figures are different. The figures are based the per diems that the EU is currently using for
their educational programmes. The categories A-D relate to the average income of educators
in a country, the categories I-IV relate to the size of the association (which both results in a
higher fee and more votes). Each vote therefore is equal to the costs of one day of living a
country. The internal rules specified clearer the rules for member associations to be exempt
from paying the fee. If they are exempt and not paid, the can still vote.
The distribution of the fees for full members proposed is as follows:
Amount of members
of the (Full Member)
Association

Category I

Category II

Category III

Category IV

< 199

200 - 499

500 - 999

> 1000

Category A

€

241,00

€

482,00

€

723,00

€

964,00

Category B

€

214,00

€

428,00

€

642,00

€

856,00

Category C

€

137,00

€

274,00

€

411,00

€

548,00

Category D

€

74,00

€

148,00

€

222,00

€

296,00

Number of votes

1

2

3

4

Fees for individual members
The internal rules introduce individual members. The annual fee for Individual Members is
determined by the Individual Member itself, but Individual Members are expected to pay a fee
of at least 10 EURO
Income per month (Netto)
Less than € 500

€ 10

€ 500 - € 1.000

€ 20

€ 1.000 - € 1.500

€ 30

€ 1.500 - € 2.000

€ 40

More than € 2.000

€ 50
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Marjan de Groot-Reuvekamp explained to the GA that if accepted, the proposed changes to
the internal rules will be in effect after the General Assembly and that the new fees will be in
effect for the year 2016 and onward.
Joke van der Leeuw-Roord (EUROCLIO Founder and Special Advisor) asked what will
happen with the individual members. Steven Stegers (EUROCLIO Programme Director)
explained that the Board Membership Committee, of which he is also a member, will work on
a membership recruitment strategy.
Official Procedures

Marjan explained that this GA is an important meeting because four board members are at
the end of their term. She explained that a lot of work has been done to make the governance
more professional. Compared to six years ago, there are now new statutes, new internal rules,
and committees with clear roles. An internal governance has been made.
The composition of the board in 2015-2016 was:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paolo Ceccoli, Board Member, 2nd year of 1st term.
Lóa Steinunn Kristjánsdóttir, Vice-President, 1st year of 2nd term.
Peder Wiben, Communications Officer, 3rd (final) year of 2nd (final) term.
Marjan de Groot-Reuvekamp, President, 3rd (final) year of 2nd (final) term.
Semih Aktekin, Secretary, 3rd (final) year of 2nd (final) term.
Erwin Capitain, Financial Advisor, 3rd (final) year of 2nd (final) term.
Riitta Mikkola, Board Member, 1st year of 1st term.
Mire Mladenovski, Treasurer, 3rd year of 1st term, up for re-election.

Marjan also informed the GA that Erwin Capitain has worked to find someone to replace him
as advisor to keep expertise from abroad on board. He had interviews with two candidates
and chose to recommend Frank van den Akker (who has been nominated as board member,
see below). Frank has a wealth of international experience (as he worked in various place in
Asia and Europe), a considerable international network, holds a number of Board Positions
for NGO’s and Not-for-profit organisations, and is a member of European Policy Governance
Committee. Frank has already had a year of getting acquainted with the board in 2015.
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Voting Procedures:
Erwin Capitain explained the voting procedures and informed the GA that there were 38 valid
votes at the GA.
12. Appointing the Voting Committee (originally agenda point 10)
The following participants to the GA where appointed as member of the voting committee:
- Emir O. Filipović (EUROCLIO-HIP)
- Regina Olsen (Danish HTA)
- Luis Horillo (Spanish HTA)
13. Amendments to Internal Rules
Erwin Capitain explained the voting procedures to the GA and the GA voted on the
amendment of the internal rules using voting papers.
14. Re-Election Audit Committee
Two candidates for the audit committee:
- Peder Kragh, candidate second and final term (= another two years)
- Hanna Toikkanen, candidate second and final term (= another two years)
Erwin Capitain explained the voting procedures to the GA and the GA voted on the re-election
of the audit committee members using voting papers.
15. Re-Election EUROCLIO Board Member Mire Mladenovski
Erwin Capitain explained the voting procedures to the GA and the GA voted in favour of the
re-election of the Mire Mladenovski as EUROCLIO Board Members using voting papers.
16. Approval Board nomination Frank van den Akker as Financial Advisor
Erwin Capitain explained to the GA that the Board can nominate board members for approval
by the GA, and that they used this right to nominate of Frank van den Akker as Board Member.
This nomination was unanimously approved by the GA.
17. Election 1 EUROCLIO Board Member
Of the three board candidates, two were present: Sinéad Fitzsimons and Martin Liepach. Both
presented themselves to the GA and explained their motivation, professional background and
interest to contribute to the board.
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Sinéad Fitzsimons

Martin Liepach

More information about the board candidates can be found in the GA booklet.
18. Voting for EUROCLIO Member Organisations
There were two applicants for new member organisations. The School of Creative Teachers
applied as full member association and the NGO Education for the 21st Century applied as
associated member association.
Jacek Stanizewski, President of the School of Creative Teachers, was present at the GA
and introduced the organisation and explained the motivation to join and the origins of the
organisation.

Jacek Stanizewski

Ineke Veldhuis-Meester asked about the focus of the NGO Education for the 21st
Century in terms of education. Jonathan Even-Zohar explained that they also focus on history
education in the field of non-formal education and dialogue and that EUROCLIO has already
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worked with them in the past.
Break
19. Report of the Voting Committee
The Voting Committee presented the outcomes of the voting done as part of the official
procedures. The outcomes were as follows:
Internal Rules

The Amendments to Internal Rules has been unanimously
approved with 36 votes in favour.
Re-Election
Audit Hanna Toikkanen has been re-elected as Audit Committee
Committee
Member with 33 votes in favour.
Peder Kragh has been re-elected as Audit Committee
member with 33 votes in favour.
Re-Election
EUROCLIO Mire Mladenovski has been re-elected as EUROCLIO
Board Member
Board member with 32 votes in favour.
Election 1 EUROCLIO Sinéad Fitzsimons has been elected as Board Member with
Board Member
19 votes. Martin Liepach had 17 votes. 1 vote was invalid.
Voting on EUROCLIO The School of Creative Teachers has been accepted as
Full EUROCLIO Member Association with 36 votes in
Member Organisations
favour.
Education for 21st Century has been accepted as
Associated EUROCLIO Member Association with 36 votes in
favour.
20. (If necessary) second voting rounds
A 2nd round of voting was not needed.
21. Announcement new Presidency, new Vice-President, new Secretary
Marjan de Groot-Reuvekamp explained that the board had already discussed the new
distribution of the statutory roles of the board. The new roles of the board in 2016-2017 are:
-

President: Lóa Steinunn Kristjánsdóttir.
Vice-President and Treasurer: Mire Mladenovski
Secretary: Paolo Ceccoli.

Planning: 2016 and beyond
22. Action Plan 2016 by Jonathan Even-Zohar
Jonathan Even-Zohar presented the plans for the current year for each of the areas of
action:
–

–

Governance: In addition to the current GA, the Board of the EUROCLIO Association will
have board meetings and continue their work in Board Committees. Other activities include
a proposal to change the internal rules and a membership recruitment campaign.
Research: EUROCLIO will continue research already started in the projects Strategies for
Inclusion (to assess what needs to be done to make history and citizenship education
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–

–

–

–

–

more inclusive and accessible)11, Innovating History Education for All (to assess what
history educators need to make best use of digital technologies for history education)12
and the ePact project (to consult stakeholders in the field of history education in the
Western Balkans on future reforms).13 In 2016, EUROCLIO will also plan field trips to
countries with a divided pasts to find out how history educators are dealing with this past
in practice, and further work on the research how the EU is represented in textbooks
across Europe in the Teaching Europe project.14
Advocacy: In terms of advocacy, EUROCLIO will make policy papers for each of the key
issues that it is working on (Cultural Heritage, Democracy and Civil Society, Digital
Learning, European and World History, Inclusion and Diversity, Peace and Reconciliation
and Remembrance). In addition, EUROCLIO will participate in the Europe for Citizens
consultations by the European Union, and work on policy recommendations for making
history and citizenship education more inclusive and accessible, and on making best use
of digital technologies.
Fundraising: EUROCLIO decided to work this year with one consortium for a Horizon2020
application, in partnership with Hamburg University for the call that is most relevant
(H2020-SC6-CULT-COOP-2016-2017 .... Improving mutual understanding among
Europeans by working through troubled pasts). Moreover, the addition of Frank van den
Akker as financial officer to the Board is expected to lead to alternative fundraising
strategies (than just applying for projects).
Educational Resources: A main priority for EUROCLIO will be the upgrading of
historiana.eu as an educational tool. The main improvement will be the integration of the
different domains into one domain (which was the result of developing Historiana in
different projects). EUROCLIO will continue to support the work of the Historical Content
Team and the Teaching and Learning team through its professional volunteer programme.
In addition, new educational resources will be developed in the Silencing Citizens through
Censorship15 and Decisions and Dilemmas II projects.16
Training: EUROCLIO will continue its partnership with the International NGOs Forum on
History and Peace and will host the 2016 version of their annual conference in the
Netherlands.17 Furthermore, EUROCLIO will organise a 2nd edition of the Regional
Summer School in the Western Balkans, this year organised in Montenegro, with the
History Teachers Association of Montenegro (HIPMONT).18
Outreach: In terms of outreach, EUROCLIO will further develop fill the website
www.euroclio.eu with content, and work with its community to add more content in the form

11

More information about the Strategies for Inclusion project can be found here:
http://euroclio.eu/projects/strategies-for-inclusion/
12
More information about the Innovating History Education for All project can be found here:
http://euroclio.eu/projects/innovating-history-education-for-all/.
13
More information about the ePact project can be found here: http://euroclio.eu/projects/epacteducation-partnership-advocacy-capacity-building-transformation/.
14
More information about the Teaching Europe project can be found here:
http://euroclio.eu/projects/teaching-europe-enhance-eu-cohesion/.
15
More information about the Silencing Citizens through Censorship can be found here:
http://euroclio.eu/projects/silencing-citizens-through-censorship/.
16
More information about the Decisions and Dilemmas II project can be found here:
http://euroclio.eu/projects/decisions-and-dilemmas-ii/.
17
More information about the 2016 International Conference on History Education for Peace in East
Asia and Europe training can be found here: http://euroclio.eu/event/2016-internationalconference-history-education-peace-east-asia-europe/.
18
More information about EUROCLIO’s Regional Summer School 2016 in Montenegro can be found
here: http://euroclio.eu/event/euroclios-regional-summer-school-montenegro-2016/
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–

of blogs. Jonathan Even-Zohar invited the GA to share content, book reviews,
experiences, and other relevant stories via the blog.
Hub: In 2016, EUROCLIO Founder and Special Advisor Joke van der Leeuw-Roord will
finish her term as Secretary General of the Steering Committee of the European Platform
on Lifelong Learning in Brussels19, Belgium, but will continue her involvement with
Europeana20 as Network Association Management Board Member Foundation Governing
Board Member. In addition, EUROCLIO will continue to build long term strategic
partnerships with the Council of Europe, Europeana, Georg Eckert Institute, the Federal
Agency of Civic Education and the House of European History.

23. Presentation Annual Meeting 2017
Luis Horillo and Harri Beobide presented the next
EUROCLIO Annual Conference that will take place
in 2017 in San Sebastian in Spain, entitled
“Intersections. How can History Education change
today?” This conference is a unique cooperation
between the Spanish Association of Educators in
History and Geography and the Basque Network of
Schools. Both organisations put in a bid to host the
EUROCLIO Annual Conference in 2017 and after
being asked by the EUROCLIO Board whether it
would be a possibility, agreed to join forces and
organise the conference together.
Both Luis and Harri explained how they became involved with EUROCLIO and what their
motivation was to organise the next Annual Conference. Luis explained that participating in
EUROCLIO conference in 2015 had a big impact on his professional life and that he wanted
to offer educators from Spain a similar experience and help to modernise history education in
Spain. Hosting the Annual Conference will be next chapter for the Spanish Association of
History and Geography Educators. Harri explained that the Basque Network of Schools, liked
working with EUROCLIO on organising an international seminar and now would like to do this
on a bigger scale.
Topics they have in mind for the EUROCLIO
Conference to be a meeting point for
educators from all over Europe and focus on
new pedagogies, teaching history in a second
language,
tackling
stereotypes,
and
motivating students to take responsibility.
More information about the next Annual
Conference
can
be
found
at
www.euroclio.eu/projects/24th-euroclioannual-conference-intersections.

Harri Beobide and Luis Horillo
19

The official website of the Lifelong Learning Platform – European Civil Society for Education is
http://lllplatform.eu/.
20
More information about the Europeana Network can be found here:
http://pro.europeana.eu/structure/our-network.
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24. Presentation by Partner Organisations
The North East Asia History Foundation and History NGO Forum for Peace in East Asia
presented themselves to the GA.
Discussion Groups
25. Facilitated by Board Committees
During this part of the General Assembly, participants formed groups to discuss the idea of
formalising giving support to Special Interest Groups.
The idea to have Special Interest Groups came from the initiative “Teachers as
Researchers?!” with meetings taking place during EUROCLIO Annual Meetings in 2014, 2015
and 2016. The proposal of this group would be for 2 or 3 members take the initiative and clarify
the concept for the SIG to the EUROCLIO board for approval. EUROCLIO would then provide
space in the newsletter and on the website, provide technical support and maintain an emailgroup. If the group is not active for a year, it becomes dormant. Supporting the Special Interest
Groups was seen as a member benefit by all respondents to the membership survey.
There were four discussion groups. Four participants took the initiative to lead a discussion
group: Jacek Stanizewski proposed to discuss Primary Education, Ineke Veldhuis-Meester
proposed to discuss Remembrance, Sirkka Ahonen proposed to discuss History and Politics
(and the potential role of EUROCLIO as a watchdog) and Dea Marić proposed to discuss how
to manage Special Interest Groups in practice.
26. Plenary feedback of discussion groups
Representatives of the discussion groups shared with the General Assembly what they
discussed in the groups.
Any Other Notified Business
27. Any Other Notified Business Closure of the meeting
Marian Heesen asked whether there will be another EUROCLIO Olympiade for History, and
explained that the Olympiade that took place in Tallinn in 2014 was a really good experience
for her. Jonathan Even-Zohar answered that at the moment it is not clear yet if there will be
another Olympiade, but that there are ideas and discussions with the Estonian History
Teachers Association and Estonian Ministry of Education.
Marjan de Groot-Reuvekamp ended General Assembly by expressing her thanks of all the
wonderful opportunities that EUROCLIO gave her and stating that at the same time, because
this GA was also her last as a board member, also came with mixed feelings.
The GA was closed at 12.43.
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The EUROCLIO Board 2016-2017 (from left to right): Sinéad Fitzsimons, Frank van den
Akker, Lóa Steinunn Kristjánsdóttir, Mire Mladenovski, Riitta Mikkola and Paolo Ceccoli.
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Background information Paolo Ceccoli
(EUROCLIO Board Member up for re-election)

Professional profile:


Graduated in: Philosophy, University of Milan; MA in History Education, University of
London,



Certificates: General didactics, University of Rome "La Sapienza"; CLIL methodology,
University of Milan.



Professional features: teacher in high school since 1987, Italian literature, History,
Geography and Citizenship; from 1997 onward only History, Philosophy and Citizenship.
Author of several booklets on various history topics and co-author of a couple of history
textbooks.



Didactical board member of "Istituto Parri - Landis" - Bologna, which candidated me to
EUROCLIO board in 2014 in Ohrid.

Description of EUROCLIO activities:
From my election onward I advocated a better involvement of South Western countries
contributing to promote, together with the other board members, to 2018 AC in Marseille;
on the same line I contributed, together with Parri Bologna board members, to the
implementation of E-story project with EUROCLIO partnership, and to participate as Parri
in the Censorship project as well.
My engagement in EUROCLIO board and my effort in dissemination of EUROCLIO initiatives
resulted in my cooptation in the novecento.org editorial board. Novecento.org is a national
online magazine on history education in which I'm committed to inform our network about
what is going on in EUROCLIO and partners. What is more I've translated in Italian a couple
of EUROCLIO texts, one workshop on Balkans war and the Antoon De Baets key speech in
Elsingor.
I reported on Elsingor and Belfast ACs and besides EUROCLIO texts I translated a couple of
texts published by Public history weekly. Because of my personal involvement in a national
team I would like to convince the national didactic network (Insmli "Parri" national didactic
commission) to apply for EUROCLIO membership (Istituto Parri Bologna is a regional
institution).
My EUROCLIO activity gave me the expertise and entitled me to become teacher trainer,
which I like a lot, allowing me to spread the EUROCLIO activities to some new teachers.
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I participated on behalf of EUROCLIO in a Barcellona symposium on the Mediterranean
history scholarship and didactics. This symposium resulted in an upcoming publication, with
my text as well, edited and published in Cagliari (Italy): the proceedings will be published
in June 2017 in RiMe review, http://rime.to.cnr.it.
I contributed together with our director, and Marko Demantowsky, Public history weekly
director, to a panel about public history and teaching that will be presented on the first
Italian public history conference in Ravenna next June.
I contributed to EUROCLIO blog with a review of an Italian interesting book, unfortunately
not yet translated in any other language.
I'm going to participate, recommended by the secretariat, to the upcoming CoE initiative in
Cyprus on a new text book for teacher focused on teaching controversial matter in divided
society (nowadays which society is not divided?).
Therefore I'm eager to continue these activities in the next term, beginning with the
participation in the next AC in Marseille.
And there are many other things in "my kitchen" for which I would like to be re-elected.

Paolo Ceccoli
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History Teachers' Association of Northern Ireland - HTANI

Aims of the organisation
The aim of the HTANI is to support, develop and encourage the teaching of history in
Northern Ireland. This involves supporting teachers through Professional Development,
provided a platform for teachers to collaborate, serve as advocates for the teaching of
history in NI and to provide an avenue for international links related to the teaching of
history for educators in Northern Ireland.

Motivation to apply for membership
By being a full member of EUROCLIO, the HTANI hopes to further our international
connections in order to learn from others, but also to share our experiences teaching history
in our country. In addition, we hope to actively participate in the trainings, workshops and
conferences that EUROCLIO has to offer.

Contact persons: Jim McBride and Sinead Fitzsimons
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Euskal Herriko Ikastolak Europar Kooperatiba Elkartea (Federation of Basque schools)

Aims of the organisation
Our main aim is to offer education services for our Basque school network that is composed
of 110 medium schools. The main services are the creation of materials and textbooks for
different subjects, including History and Social Sciences, and in-service teacher training.

Motivation to apply for membership
We are Associate members of EUROCLIO since 2013 and we think it is time to become Full
members as we are acting as if we were Full members in our working relation for example
taking part in Historiana projects or co-organizing the EUROCLIO Annual Conference in
Donostia-San Sebastian.

Contact persons: Harri Beobide
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ACTION PLAN 2017

Figure 1 How the areas of action of EUROCLIO fit together

This document provides an overview of all the planned actions for 2016. It pools together the
actions EUROCLIO is responsible for in a range of projects and highlights for every action the
topic and type of event as well as the funder(s). It is organized in the eight organizational
cyclical areas of action.
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Governance – A Democratic Association
EUROCLIO brings together democratic associations at its General Assembly. This body adopts overall
planning, elects and discharges board members and follows good governance procedures. The board
supervises the work of the director, who manages the Secretariat. Board and staff work together in a
Finance-, Member-, and Policy Committee and meet at least 3 times a year.



Three Stand-Alone Board Meetings on professionalised board decision making and
communication with Executive Director, assessing risks and reflecting on management’s results
and achievements, performance review (per annum) of Director and Deputy-Director. Also
providing clear minutes which provide peer-checked lists of decisions, tasks, suggestions and
time planning.
 General Assembly of the EUROCLIO Member Organisations on 7th April in San Sebastian, Spain.
During this democratic meeting the board will present the financial and narrative report of 2016
and planning for 2017 and if approved be discharged by the members. An Audit Committee
appointed by the assembly obtains independent view on all the narrative and financial matters.
Discussions are organised amongst members to stimulate member-led action and strategic
planning. Elected positions are up for (re)elections, supported by an assembly-appointed voting
committee. Assembly minutes are recorded and approved.
 Membership Consultation Survey to gather initial data on members’ internal structures,
history, membership and outreach capacity. Also satisfaction with the services delivered by
EUROCLIO over the past four years is surveyed with needs expressed and opinion on general
direction and main implementation strategies of the organisation will be gathered in order to
generate new baseline evidence set for further member-driven vision and strategy.
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Research – Mapping Trends and Needs
EUROCLIO researches the needs of students and educators who are teaching and learning about
history, heritage and citizenship as input for its future work. Research results are used in projects or
as a prompt for discussion and reflection during training courses.



Needs Assessment on History Education Policy and Practice in Western Balkan. In the context
of the EUROCLIO/CDRSEE project, financed by the Austrian Development Agency, we seek to to
provide insights into the needs of educators on the obstacles and enabling factors for
responsible history education including community, curriculum, training, development, school,
parents and person. Data on teacher’s views in reflection on 10-15 years of 'intervention' in
history education in this region will develop the needed awareness of policy impact and
recommendations based on new evidence. Also a rich collection of expert background data will
lead to country reports and country specific recommendations.
 Collection of Practices on making History and Citizenship Education Inclusive developed within
the EUROCLIO Erasmus+ Project "Strategies for Inclusion" will be made freely available on
www.euroclio.eu including a set of diversified exemplary materials having undergone crossborder piloting and review is available on how to make history and citizenship education truly
inclusive.
 Collection of Practices on Dealing with the Past in History Education:
History, heritage and citizenship educators dealing with divided/post-conflict societies are
supported through hands-on review and collected impressions in easy-to-access research
through online reportage, including references, reading suggestions and raw data from the study
visit's interviews and talks with students. As Core Team members going on peer-visits they are
able to reflect on their own context and receive enhanced field knowledge and capacities to
address challenges they face at home more effectively.
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Advocacy – The Voice of History Educators
EUROCLIO advocates with its members on European and international level. It does so through faceto-face meetings with policy makers, through responding to consultations, and developing and
promoting its own position statements.


Represent History Educators in European Education Policy Making Related to Organisations
Key Issues, including providing inputs for policy positions of the Lifelong Learning Platform and
support given to the advancement of those documents at any relevant stage toward DG EAC
(Erasmus+ and European Solidarity Corps). In doing so, Association representatives will engage
policy makers in the European Commission’s DG EMPL (New Skills Agenda), DG Connect (Media
Literacy) and DG Home (Citizenship). Specific meetings with members will be done for
preparation for, or responses to European Parliament CULT Committee Meetings, and collected
views are represented and expressed in online consultations.



Copyright Exception in Education: With large collections of digital heritage, the association
efforts to create a copyright exception in education, which would enable more in depth handson work with digital materials without the highly restricting copyright policies currently facing
many heritage institutes. Reports on the advocacy group led by Dutch organisation ‘Kennisland’
will keep the network informed.

 Strategic Action Planning for Education Reform in Western Balkan. Following the Needs
Assessment (see above) in the EUROCLIO/CDRSEE project “ePACT”, History Education Policy
Makers are invited to take note of the recommendations and are convened to design viable
actions for the short term within peer-set long-term aims. This supports advancing the reforms
at inter-governmental and non-governmental stakeholders through a process of tuning, in
partnership with the EU DG DEVCO TACSO People to People Programme. Country specific
recommendations are published online.
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Fundraising – Support for Action
EUROCLIO mobilizes its members and partners to attract the means needed to create opportunities
for cross-border capacity building, educational resources development and new fields of cooperation.

 Strategic Private Fundraising: The association will be unfolding 10 initiatives for private
fundraising, including crowdsourcing campaign for translation of older EUROCLIO materials on
history, historical memory and peace and reconciliation and new themes combined with specific
family foundations, such as environmental history and teaching controversies using Wikipedia.
Members, partners and stakeholders will co-develop pivotal concept notes which help position
the past achievements of the association in new fields and non-profit interests.
 Erasmus+ Project Proposals: The association will be submitting 5 Erasmus+ Applications with a
focus on KA2 Strategic Partnerships and KA3 Forward Looking Projects and other calls which are
being planned. Most proposals are led by the Association, but if relevant EUROCLIO provides the
support for members to take the lead. Erasmus+ prioritises fundamental values and social
inclusion since the 2015 Paris Declaration these have been prominent, and this is where the
Association connects to the work done on Remembrance and history.
 Horizon2020 Application on ‘Europeans coming to terms with Troubled past’ : Through intense
tuning and preparatory consortium meetings in 2016 and early 2017, a highly well composed
proposal will be put forward for funding by Horizon 2020 CULT-COOP programme. The proposal
seeks to refine our understanding of how a troublesome past continues to be an obstacle for
democratic citizenship and living together in the present in a set of context in Europe today. If
approved the research would mobilise the association and partners in the field of history and
memory.
 Mobilising the EUROCLIO members to create a proposal together for the future European
Remembrance priority themes in 2016 Call, to facilitate a common process of drafting and
bringing together EUROCLIO members and their partners and institutes in responding to the
Europe for Citizens priorities and increase proposal awareness and capacity among history and
heritage educators on the aims and means of the Europe for Citizens programme.
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Educational Resources – Collaborative Design
EUROCLIO supports the development of innovative educational resources that are peer-reviewed,
piloted and made as part of a collaborative process involving all stakeholders.
 Launch of new design and functionalities of Historiana, including new units on World War 1
and World War 2 and the history of European Integration and a thematic Unit on Censorship in
Totalitarian regimes: Historiana's new design offers direct access to teaching material, including
transnational source collections, engaging learning activities, transferable teaching strategies
and interactive timelines. Units on fundamental multi-layered key moments in European history,
co-created by historians and history teachers, will offer unique access and hands-on material for
multiperspectivity.
 Collaborative design of cross-border educational materials, including teacher guidance, by
regional/thematic teams on (1) how teach the 1990s Yugoslav Wars, (2) the Mediterranean
shared past and (3) Football in European History and Memory. Transnational teams collaborate
by exchanging conceptual approaches, sharing historical insights and peer-reviewing, piloting
and testing collected materials. Contributors involved in this process gain communication skills.
Wider EUROCLIO and partner communities gain free innovative material on difficult pasts which
offers multi-perspective approaches. In 2017 this material will not be ready, but interim results
will be available on request.
 Publications of guidelines for collaborative design of educational resources online and offline:
The association seeks to make available in the occasion of 25 years anniversary of the
organisation two sets of documents which are offered for free to the widest community possible
which capture the essence of the collaborative peer-learning process which has been at the
heart of the organisation. The online guide will allow individual educators as well as
communities around schools or museums to build, and host their own learning pathways.
Guidelines will be put for volunteering translations resulting in several languages.
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Training – Professional Development
EUROCLIO organises in its projects and as public events professional development courses on
national, regional and international level for and with members. The courses are based on crossborder capacity building, peer learning and on-site engagement.
 2-7 April 2017, Donostia-San Sebastian (Spain): Annual Professional Development Course
"Intersections: How can History Teaching Change Today?" This cross-border professional
development is aimed at capacity building for educators to foster, sustain and expand on
European/International cooperation on localised school/museum projects and exchanges. It will
provide better understanding of the challenges history and memory pose in Spain to current
generations and on of the role of the present in the past and vice versa. A collaborative effort
will be done to better define and position history in citizenship education.
 28-30 October 2017, St. Petersburg (Russia): Thematic Seminar "October Revolution": An
initiative of the History Teachers Association of St Petersburg allows to establish communication
between European and Russian History and Heritage Educators around the centenary of 1917
and the history of the end of Empire. Before the seminar a survey will be held to map and
compare and contrast similarities and differences in dealing with this history.
 18-23 July 2017, Albania: 3rd Annual Regional "History that Connects the Balkans" Summer
School: The event promotes regional cooperation in a region which has been torn by war and
totalitarian regimes and promote history education which can play a transformative role. The
events actions will connect existing initiatives in providing space for training and co-creation.
In support of the project “ePACT” it will stimulate more systemic impact in the educational
system in the target countries, and in partnership with ALBNA it will prioritise the communist
legacy in Albania and identify opportunities on this.
 20-22 April 2017, Sarajevo (Bosnia-Herzegovina) Development Workshop "Remembrance as a
Vehicle for Unofficial History Education"
Within the project which EUROCLIO is leading together with member associations of BosniaHerzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro and Serbia to explore possibilities to teach about 1990s
Yugoslav wars in a common way. This workshop will include key experts in the field to speak
about their resources so that educators in our team will be able to use them.
 Working Peer-Training Meeting of the SIG on Inclusive Education: The meeting aims to support
the sharing piloting results of earlier developed draft materials- Reflecting on best practice
collection. There is also the efforts for the co-developing exemplar resources to make available
for free alongside teachers guidance documents.
 Authors Workshops on "(Y)our Own Past": Within the EUROCLIO/Anna Lindh Foundation
project a transnational team will work to co-create educational approaches which fit the
UNESCO/Anna Lindh Foundation Resource Book for textbook authors in the euro-med region
through regional cooperation on sensitive shared history. The work will result in draft
educational materials which implements innovative competence-based approach.
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Outreach – Informing the World
EUROCLIO reaches out to a network of more than 10.000+ professionals working in history, heritage and
citizenship education via monthly newsletters, social media and frequently updated website. Through these
channels all relevant information, including opportunities and reports, are shared.

 The regular improvement and weekly updating of www.euroclio.eu offering information
about EUROCLIO Issues, Members, Partners and Resources and distribution of content through
social media and targeted mailings: Outreach activities will result in an increased awareness of
the 200.000 unique visitors, followers or members from more than 150 countries about policies,
projects and opportunities for history, heritage and citizenship education in Europe and beyond.
The outreach tool will provide an easy access to information about EUROCLIO including its
organisation, work, and publications. Fundamentally this outreach work take care of an active
flow of knowledge transfer relevant to history, heritage and citizenship educators, including
about the role of their subject in relation to historical memory and remembrance.
 Rebranding of the Organisation and new PR materials: Following on the 25 years existence of
EUROCLIO, a new logo and tagline will be designed to give the organisation a fresh look forward.
The new PR material will include posters, banners, brochure and booklet with achievements
overview forms the backbone for the high visibility.
 Campaign EUROCLIO25Years including local events, online debates, short movie recordings
Building a common positioning through debates across all Europe on the same question, which
allows the organisation to pivot to the next 25 years – this will be launched at the General
Assembly in San Sebastian. The efforts will result in a dedicated webpage that communicates the
importance of responsible history education in European countries today, for the future of
Europe and Peace and Democracy in general.
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Hub – Connecting Professionals
EUROCLIO brings together professionals from many different fields who seek engagement with history,
citizenship and heritage education and cater to their needs. Moreover, through face-to-face workshops,
lectures and presentations, it promotes valorisation and sharing of research and practice among 2.000+
professionals a year.

 28-29 June 2017, Utrecht (The Netherlands) Regional Meeting in the Council of Europe
Intergovernmental Project "Educating for Democracy and Diversity - Quality History Education
in the 21st Century: EUROCLIO support the Council of Europe project in search of a common
understanding of effective practice in history education on the themes of diversity, critical
thinking in the digital age and dealing with sensitive and controversial issues. The meeting in
Utrecht is organised by the Council of Europe, hosted by the Ministry of Education of The
Netherlands and co-financed by the University of Utrecht and will form the basis for the 20182020 work of EUROCLIO and the CoE to promote quality history education. The meeting will
result in new high level contacts among policy makers, allowing them to respond more
effectively to the need for new positioning of history education.
 Strategic Networking with the House of European History, Council of Europe, International
Holocaust Research Alliance, Memorial de la Shoah, Network for European Citizenship
Education, German Federal Agency for Civic Education, European Wergeland Centre etc With many key partners, EUROCLIO efforts for joint mapping of opportunities for synergies in
the areas of Holocaust Education, Citizenship Education, Migration History, Combating Violent
Extremism, Assessment for Learning and Student-drive Competences. This will expand into
opportunities for members and partners to expand their operations, engage in meaningful
conversations and be more effective. Many meetings, Exploratory talks and partnership
agreements may result in guest performances at events, partnerships in proposals and joint
outreach to target groups.
 Public Debates annexed to EUROCLIO events in The Netherlands. With the headquarters in The
Hague, the association will at times work to increase the visibility of the EUROCLIO work
amongst a wider Dutch audience. The public responses will generate a more grounded project
theory and improves the overall results of the developments. Professional media and partner
organisations, including the International Criminal Tribunal for former Yugoslavia, the Institute
for Historical Justice and Reconciliation and the Anna Lindh Foundation and its Dutch members,
will disseminate further the resulting report of the meeting.
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Sponsors and Partners
The Action Plan 2017 is possible thanks to operational grants, project support grants, project
partnerships, in-kind support, membership fee contributions, consultancy assignments and
donations.

Operational grants

 European Union: Europe for Citizens, European Remembrance Programme
 Open Society Foundations: Education Support Programme

Project grants






Anna Lindh Foundation for Euro-Mediterranean Dialogue
European Union: Europe for Citizens Programme (European Remembrance)
European Union: Eramus+ Programme (Key Action 2, Jean Monet)
Robert Bosch Foundation

Project partnership grants

 Centre for Democracy and Reconciliation in South East Europe, Greece (project funded by
Austrian Development Cooperation)
 Europeana, The Netherlands (project funded by the EU)
 Instituto Parri, Italy (project funded by EU Erasmus+)
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